Top 5 Best Open Source JavaScript Game Engines You Must Know

JS Game engines work fast with a compatible browser, hardware, and software a developer uses. In this article, we are going to explore the top 5 best open source JavaScript game engines. There are instances of using 2D and 3D games in game development companies all over the world. To learn web development, it is the best start with 2D platform-based games. The following are the best open-source JavaScript game engines used by beginners and experts alike.

3 ways the CI/CD approach to software has made work better for developers - TechRepublic

Over the last decade, continuous integration and continuous development (CI/CD) has replaced the traditional approach to software development that started with months of work and ended with a big push of new code. The industry has shifted to making smaller changes more frequently, which has changed the way developers work.

Splunk : Getting Started with the Splunk Distribution of OpenTelemetry Python

In our last blog, we introduced OpenTelemetry Python v1.0.0 and walked you through instrumenting a Python application and install both the OpenTelemetry API and SDK. In this...
blog, we’ll show you how to get started with the Splunk Distribution of OpenTelemetry Python- a secure, production-ready, Splunk-supported distribution of the OpenTelemetry project that provides multiple installable packages that automatically instruments your Python application to capture and report distributed traces to Splunk APM (no code changes required!), making it easy to get started with distributed tracing!

- **Twitchy is dead? long live Twitchy** [6] [Ed: Twitter keeps breaking things; such is the nature of today’s broken Web and clown computing for social control (‘media’)]

  I recently wrote about wtwitch, a CLI-client for Twitch. It was my replacement client for Twitchy when it died and stopped working.

  While wtwitch was (and still is) a good client, I missed one little detail from it; being able to see how long a channel has been online.

- **Clean up the web!** [7]

  Developers, it’s time for you to choose a side: will you help rid the web of privacy-invading tracking or be complicit in it?

- **Clean up the web** [8]
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